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	TITLE: CONCEPT PLANS MILESTONE
	GOAL: GOAL
	GOAL1: 1. To establish right-of-way needs for the project.
	GOAL2: 2. To obtain right-of-way related comments on the project plans.
	DWTP: DESIGN WORK TO PERFORM
	DWTP1: Perform enough H&H, structural, and roadway geometric design to be able to conservatively establish the LOC for the project. Use the Preliminary Plans Milestone checklist as reference to help determine the steps that should be completed or in process when the LOC is established.
	DWTP2: Coordinate with impacted utilities to determine potential relocations and if additional right-of-way is anticipated. This may require multiple meetings and back-and-forth with the utility companies. This coordination may require input from other project team members, such as Environmental, Construction, etc. 
	DWTP4: Develop right-of-way plan, data, and tabulation sheets. Consider Survey Plan milestone comments and construction access when establishing the limits.
	DWTP3: Establish conservative right-of-way needs. Consider contractor access, environmental impacts, stream diversion requirements, erosion and sediment control needs, and utility relocations in addition to roadway and structure needs.
	DWTP1 DATE: 
	DWTP2 DATE: 
	DWTP3 DATE: 
	DWTP4 DATE: 
	RS5: 5. Notes Sheet
	RS7: 7. Horizontal and Vertical Control Sheets
	RS8: 8. Construction Plan
	RS9: 9. Profile Sheet
	RSD: REQUIRED SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION
	RSD1: 1. Deeds
	RSD2: 2. Archive Plans
	GOAL4: Note – this is an interim milestone for right-of-way, utility, and environmental coordination specifically. Items on the Preliminary Plans Milestone Checklist should be occurring concurrently with items on this checklist.
	GOAL3: 3. To begin the environmental coordination.
	DWTP2 INFO: Note – this step will determine whether Final Right-of-Way approval at the Semi-Final Plans milestone is possible or will require further coordination beyond SF Plans.
	DWTP5: Develop environmental compliance plan and notes sheets. Impacted areas should be shaded.
	DWTP5 DATE: 
	CONCEPT: CONCEPT PLANS
	RS: REQUIRED SHEETS
	RS1: 1. Title Sheet
	RS2: 2. Plan Sheet Index
	RS3: 3. Addendum and Revision Sheet
	RS4: 4. Legend Sheet
	RS6: 6. Typical Sections
	RS10: 10. Plan, Section, and Elevation Sheet
	RS11: 11. Environmental Compliance Sheets
	RS13: 13. Right-of-Way Data Sheet
	RS14: 14. Right-of-Way Tabulation Sheet
	RS12: 12. Right-of-Way Plan
	RSD3: 3. Subdivision Plats
	RSD4: 4. Right-of-way narrative explaining how the existing right-of-way was established and identifying any elements of note for impacted parcels
	RSD6: 6. Concept Plans Milestone Checklist
	RSD7: 7. Compiled comments and responses from Project Scoping and Survey Plans submission
	RSD8: 8. Wetland delineation report (if needed)
	RSD5: 5. Right-of-Way Plan Checklist
	PDR: PLAN DISTRIBUTION RECIPIENTS
	PDR1: 1. To Right-of-Way for review of concept plans.
	PDR2: 2. To Environmental Studies Office.
	PDR3: 3. To Utilities for distribution to utility companies.


